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Partitioned solutions to fluid-structure interaction problems often employ a8

Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition, where the fluid equations are solved sub-9

ject to Dirichlet boundary conditions on velocity from the structure, and the10

structure equations are solved subject to forces from the fluid. In some sce-11

narios, such as an elastic balloon filling with air, an incompressible fluid do-12

main may have pure Dirichlet boundary conditions, leading to two related is-13

sues which have been described as the incompressibility dilemma. First, the14

Dirichlet boundary conditions must satisfy the incompressibility constraint for15

a solution to exist. However, the structure solver is unaware of this constraint16

and may supply the fluid solver with incompatible velocities. Second, the con-17

stant fluid pressure mode lies in the null space of the fluid pressure solver, but18

must be determined to apply to the structure. Previously proposed solutions19

to the incompressibility dilemma have included modifying the fluid solver, the20

structure solver, or the Dirichlet-Neumann coupling interface between them.21

In this paper, we present a boundary pressure projection method which allevi-22

ates the incompatibility while maintaining the Dirichlet-Neumann structure of23

the decomposition and without modification of the fluid or solid solvers. Our24

method takes incompatible velocities from the structure solver and projects25

them to be compatible while in the process computing the constant pressure26

modes for the Dirichlet regions. The compatible velocities are then used as27

Dirichlet boundary conditions for the fluid while the constant pressure modes28

are added to the fluid-solver-computed pressures to be applied to the structure.29

The intermediate computation performed in the boundary pressure projection30

method is small, with the number of unknowns equal to the number of Dirich-31

let regions. We show that the boundary pressure projection method can be32

used to solve a variety of scenarios including inflation of an elastic balloon33

and the action of a hydraulic press. We also demonstrate the method on mul-34

tiple coupled Dirichlet regions. The method offers a simple approach to over-35

come the incompressibility dilemma using a small intermediate computation36

that requires no additional knowledge of the black box fluid and solid solvers.37

c© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
38
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39

1. Introduction40

Partitioned numerical schemes for fluid-structure interaction problems are appealing as they allow for the coupling41

of existing fluid and solid solvers. Partitioned schemes often employ a Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition, where the42

fluid equations are solved subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions on velocity from the structure, and the structure43

equations are solved subject to forces from the fluid [15, 31, 34, 13, 30, 2, 12]. When the fluid is incompressible,44

the velocity field must satisfy the divergence-free condition everywhere. Consequently, the net flow through the45

boundary of any fluid region must also be zero. If the solution of the fluid equations in a region is subject to pure46

Dirichlet boundary conditions, it is necessary that the boundary conditions satisfy the constraint of zero net flow.47

Otherwise, they are incompatible with the flow equations, and no solution exists. Examples of such a scenario include48

the inflation of an elastic balloon and the action of a hydraulic press. More generally, enclosed fluid regions can arise49

spontaneously in free boundary fluid-structure interaction problems.50

While monolithic approaches to fluid-structure interaction problems naturally deal with enclosed fluid regions51

[6, 38, 40, 7, 37, 20, 24, 10], partitioned schemes with Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition require special treatment52

of this case for robustness [29, 2]. In the latter approach, the structure is unaware of the incompressibility constraint53

on the fluid and will generally supply the fluid with incompatible velocities. Relatedly, the constant pressure mode in54

the fluid is not typically determined by the fluid solver, as it is in the null space of the pressure solver. However, this55

constant pressure mode should be applied to the structure in the coupling.56

This problem has been described by Küttler et al. [29] as the incompressibility dilemma, and subsequently noted57

in several works [7, 6, 8, 2, 25, 27, 26, 32, 17, 9, 14, 33, 10]. Küttler et al. [29] proposed several approaches to58

addressing the dilemma: modifying the structure solver to incorporate the constraint, modifying the fluid solver to59

relax the constraint, or reversing the Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition between the solvers for the constant pressure60

mode. In the first solution method, the boundary constraint is incorporated into the structure equations and solver,61

requiring their modification. Note that the fluid-structure interface may comprise only a subset of the boundary of62

the enclosed fluid region, implying that the structure cannot independently determine the constraint on the interfacial63

velocities. In the second approach, artificial compressibility [11, 36, 23, 9] is incorporated into the fluid equations64

to eliminate the issue of incompatibility while iterating the solution in pseudo-time toward an incompressible state.65

The third solution approach suggested by [29] is to replace one mode of the Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition with66

a Neumann-Dirichlet decomposition where the structure imposes forces on the fluid and the fluid imposes interfacial67

displacements on the structure.68

In a similar vein as [29], [41, 42, 21] addressed the incompressibility dilemma by introducing the constraint69

into the fluid solver, solid solver, or both and showed that the Lagrange multiplier associated with the compatibility70

constraint on the solid was the excess fluid pressure [42, 21]. The incompressibility dilemma was also shown to be71

naturally handled in a partitioned scheme employing Robin transmission conditions [3, 17, 16, 18]. For the similar72

case of the partitioned simulation of lid-driven flow in a cavity, the dilemma was addressed by removing the Dirichlet73

boundary condition on the velocity along a small subset of the surface [43, 19, 26, 33].74

In this work, we present a boundary pressure projection (BPP) method which alleviates boundary velocity in-75

compatibility and computes the constant pressure mode, while maintaining the Dirichlet-Neumann structure of the76

decomposition and without requiring modification of the fluid or solid solvers. Our method takes potentially incom-77

patible velocities from the structure solver, projects them to be compatible while in the process computing the constant78

pressure mode for the Dirichlet region. The compatible velocities are then used as Dirichlet boundary conditions for79

the fluid while the constant pressure mode is added to the fluid solver pressures to be applied to the structure. This80

idea naturally extends to multiple coupled Dirichlet fluid regions, by associating a separate constant pressure mode81

with each Dirichlet fluid region. The intermediate computation performed in the BPP method is small, with the num-82

ber of unknowns equal to the number of Dirichlet regions. We demonstrate our approach in a variety of scenarios83

including inflation of an elastic balloon and action of a hydraulic press. We also demonstrate the method on multiple,84

coupled Dirichlet regions. Our approach overcomes the incompressibility dilemma using a small intermediate com-85

putation while respecting the Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition and black-box nature of the solvers. The scheme is86

summarized in Figure 1, and an illustrative example is shown in Figure 2.87

∗Corresponding authors: email: shinar@cs.ucr.edu
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the boundary pressure projection method. A small intermediate computation projects the solid velocities Ṽ
to be compatible with the fluid incompressibility constraint, while determining the constant fluid pressure mode p0 as the associated Lagrange
multiplier. Compatible velocities are passed on to the fluid solver, while the constant pressure mode is added to the fluid pressures and is passed to
the solid solver.

We note that we first introduced a boundary pressure projection approach in [1]. Here, we derive an improved88

formulation that applies to a broader range of mass density ratios and extend the BPP to multiple enclosed regions. In89

[1], the constant pressure mode was determined by considering the resulting change of momentum of the fluid. While90

this works for scenarios where the solid density was close to the fluid density, it fails in cases where the solid becomes91

more massive, as we demonstrate in this work. Here, we correct the formulation to use the change of momentum92

of the solid to determine the correct magnitude of the constant pressure mode. This allows the fluid to support a93

solid with large relative density. We further formulate the approach for the case of underrelaxed partitioned iterations.94

Finally, we extend the BPP to multiple enclosed regions, and study its behavior for multiple coupled enclosed regions95

separated by a thin shell or rigid body. We demonstrate the method in a strongly-coupled partitioned framework,96

where the fluid and solid solvers are iterated to convergence in every time step; the boundary pressure projection can97

also be incorporated into weakly-coupled partitioned frameworks where the fluid and solid solvers are not iterated to98

convergence.99

2. Equations and Algorithm100

2.1. Fluid Equations101

The fluid equations are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

ρ (ut + (u · ∇)u) = −∇p + µ∇2u + f, x ∈ Ω (1)
∇ · u = 0, (2)

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure, µ is the viscosity, and f the force density. The fluid is
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions

u = ubc, x ∈ ∂Ω. (3)

Fig. 2: The boundary pressure projection method demonstrated on a representative thin-shell example. Left: Before the BPP, the fluid boundary
velocities (black) are incompatible as there is a net inflow from the source on the left. The BPP is used to project the fluid boundary velocities and
to determine the constant pressure mode to be applied to the solid. Center: Fluid boundary velocities (black) after compatibility projection. Right:
Solid velocities (red) after application of the constant pressure mode.
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2.2. Structure Equations102

We consider both elastic and rigid structures. The equations of motion for an elastic structure are given by

ρsηtt = ∇ · σs + f, (4)

where ρs is the density, η is the structure displacement, σs is the stress tensor and f accounts for external forces,103

including gravity and fluid forces. In our examples, we use the neo-Hookean constitutive model for solid elasticity104

for all of the volumetric deformable solids. The two-dimensional elastic solids are discretized into a triangular mesh105

and simulated using a finite volume method.106

One-dimensional thin shells are discretized into segmented curves and simulated as a mass-spring system. Stretch-
ing springs are applied between neighboring vertices. Bending springs connect pairs of nodes two apart (every other
node), resulting in a mesh connecting all odd nodes and a mesh connecting all even nodes. Bending springs are
weaker than the stretching springs and tend to resist bending in the solid. Both spring forces take the form

f1 = −f2 = −
k
`0

(
`

`0
− 1

)
w −

b
`0

(w · (v1 − v2))w, (5)

where ` = ‖x1 − x2‖ is the current spring length, `0 is the spring length at the beginning of the simulation (the rest107

length), and w = x1−x2
‖x1−x2‖

is the spring direction. Here k is elastic stiffness and b is the strength of the damping force.108

The BPP is agnostic to these choices; other approaches may be used as long as the interfaces support the Dirichlet-109

Neumann decomposition in the partitioned scheme.110

For rigid bodies, the equations of motion are

d
dt

(
P(t)
L(t)

)
=

(
f(t)
τ(t)

)
, (6)

where P is the linear momentum of the body, L is the angular momentum of the body, f is the net force on the body,
and τ is the net torque on the body. The position and orientation of the body are updated as

d
dt

(
x(t)
R(t)

)
=

(
v(t)

ω?(t)R(t)

)
, (7)

where x is the position of the rigid body center of mass, R(t) is the orientation of the body, I0 is the body space inertia111

tensor, I(t) = R(t)I0R(t)T is the world space inertia tensor, M is the mass, v = M−1P(t) is the velocity of the rigid body112

center of mass, and ω(t) = I(t)−1L(t) is the angular velocity of the body.113

2.3. Black-box Interface114

We regard the fluid and solid solvers as black boxes. We denote the solid solver by

(X, Ṽ) = S (fbc, t), (8)

where fbc contains the forces on the solid degrees of freedom, and X and Ṽ are the position and velocity degrees of
freedom of the solid. Similarly, the fluid solver is given by

(U, p̃) = F(Ubc, t), (9)

where Ubc are the velocity Dirichlet boundary conditions applied to the fluid, U is the fluid velocity, and p̃ is the115

fluid pressure. Note that there is an implicit dependence of F on the location of the solid since the location of the116

solid defines in part the fluid region. For the sake of exposition, we take the convention that U includes its boundary117

conditions Ubc and that all fluid velocity variables (U, Ubc, and the fluid sources Us) are padded with zeros to have the118

same representation.119

These interfaces for the solid and fluid solvers support the Dirichlet-Neumann coupling of the solvers, where the
fluid accepts as input the Dirichlet boundary conditions for velocity from the solid, and the solid accepts as input the
fluid stress-based forces. Coupling between the fluid and solid solvers is mediated by the interpolation operator W,
which interpolates solid velocity degrees of freedom to the fluid boundary conditions

Ubc = WṼ + Us, (10)
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Fig. 3: Solid, fluid, and BPP quantities are located at nodes, faces and cells, and regions, respectively. The operators W, Ĝ, N, L, and C = NT ĜT

transfer information between the solid, fluid, and BPP representations. The solid and fluid boxes and the operators mapping between them
correspond to a standard partitioned solver. Augmenting the solver with the BPP involves the addition of the components in the dashed box.

where Us represents any prescribed fluid velocities at portions of the fluid boundary that are not directly coupled to
solids. The force boundary conditions for the solid are computed with

fbc = WT (Ĝ p̃ + LU), (11)

where Ĝ p̃ + LU is the boundary force computed from the fluid solver at the fluid velocity degrees of freedom. The120

operator WT distributes the total force to the solid degrees of freedom. The operators W, Ĝ, and L encapsulate121

discretization details for the solid-fluid interface, and are depicted in the left side of Fig. 3. Iterating (8), (10), (9), and122

(11) yields a standard partitioned solver.123

In the case of a pure Dirichlet fluid region, the fluid solver typically has a null space in the pressure equations.124

Hence, Ubc in Eq. (10) must satisfy the compatibility condition arising from the incompressibility constraint. Further-125

more, for a pure Dirichlet fluid region, Eq. (11) does not account for all fluid forces on the solid. We address this in126

the next section.127

2.4. Fluid Boundary Constraint128

The pressure field determined by the fluid solver is only defined up to a scalar in each region due to the pressure
null space of the fluid discretization. However, the pressure for the corresponding fluid-structure interaction problem
does not contain a null space. In the fluid-structure interaction problem, the missing constant pressure p0 is the
Lagrange multiplier associated with the fluid constraint∫

∂Ω

u · n dS = 0 (12)

over each closed surface ∂Ω, where n is the outward unit normal to the surface. We denote the discretized boundary
constraints in Eq. (12) as

CUbc = 0. (13)

Correspondingly, we modify the solid boundary conditions in Eq. (11) accordingly,

fbc = WT (Ĝ p̃ + LU + CT p0). (14)

Note that C and p0 contain exactly one row for each separate Dirichlet fluid region. A natural choice for C is

C = NT ĜT , (15)

where each column of N is the null space vector for the pressure Poisson matrix for one of the fluid regions. The
entries of N are either 0 or 1, and the matrix N distributes the components of p0 to the pressures in the appropriate
regions. With this choice, Eq. (14) becomes

fbc = WT (Ĝ( p̃ + N p0) + LU). (16)

The addition of the BPP and the associated operators to the standard partitioned solver is depicted in the dashed box129

in Fig. 3.130
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2.5. Boundary Pressure Projection131

The fluid solver should be called with boundary conditions that satisfy Eq. (13). Therefore, we modify the fluid
boundary conditions in Eq. (10) accordingly,

Ubc = WV + Us, , (17)

where the modified solid velocities V satisfy

CUbc = C(WV + Us) = 0. (18)

The solid velocities V are computed by correcting the output of the solid solver (X, Ṽ) = S (fbc, tn), which is a black
box and unknown to us. If S predicts a Ṽ = S 2(f̃bc, tn) that does not satisfy the constraint, then we must predict a
modified fbc = f̃bc + ∆fbc so that Eq. (18) holds. We may approximate

V = S 2(f̃bc + ∆fbc, tn) = S 2(f̃bc, tn) + 4tM−1∆fbc = Ṽ + 4tM−1∆fbc, (19)

since S is consistent with forward Euler. This ∆fbc should be obtained from a change to p0 = p̃0 + ∆p0, since this is
the Lagrange multiplier that enforces Eq. (18). Then

∆fbc = fbc − f̃bc = WT (G̃ p̃ + LU + CT p0) −WT (G̃ p̃ + LU + CT p̃0) = WT CT ∆p0. (20)

Combining Eqs. (18), (19), and (20) we get the linear system

4tCWM−1WT CT ∆p0 = −C(WṼ + Us). (21)

This system is m × m, where m is the number of Dirichlet fluid regions subject to the boundary constraint. Hence, it132

will typically remain small and inexpensive to solve.133

We note that we differ from [1], which instead solved

4tCM−1
f CT ∆p0 = −C(WṼ + Us) (22)

using the fluid inverse mass M−1
f as an approximation for the effective inverse mass imposed by the solid WM−1WT .134

While both formulations work for relative densities close to one, Eq. 22 fails when the relative density of the solid is135

large. This is because the impulse needed to accelerate the fluid is smaller than the impulse needed to accelerate a136

heavier solid. Hence the formulation with M f underestimates the impulse. Conversely, if the fluid was heavier, the137

use of M f rather than M would overestimate the impulse. The formulation in Eq. (21) is more accurate, because the138

force due to the constant pressure mode needs to accelerate the solid to be compatible. A similar correction was made139

in [37].140

Consistent with our construction above, the association of the Lagrange multiplier enforcing compatibility on the141

solid velocities with excess fluid pressure was proven in the continuous formulation of a Stokes flow coupled to a142

Kirchhoff-Love shell model [42], which modified the structural solver to incorporate the constraint.143

2.5.1. Boundary Pressure Projection Operator144

Solving Eq. (21) for the Lagrange multiplier 4pk+1
0 and substituting it back into Eqs. (20) and (19) while assuming

Us = 0, Eq. (19) can be written as

V = PṼ, (23)

where

P = I − M−1WT CT (CWM−1WT CT )−1CW (24)

= I − M−1CT
s (CsM−1CT

s )−1Cs, (25)

where Cs = CW is the constraint expressed on the solid degrees of freedom. Thus P is the mass-orthogonal projection
operator that projects solid velocities to be compatible with the fluid boundary velocity constraint. We note that the
projection can also be written directly on the fluid boundary velocities. Specifically, the fluid velocity is

Ubc = P f Ũbc, (26)
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Algorithm 1 Single time step (tn → tn+1).

p0 = pn {Initialize fluid pressure field}
2: p0

0 = pn
0 {Initialize constant pressure}

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , kmax do
4: {Solid Solve}

fk
bc = WT (Ĝpk + LUk + CT pk

0){Compute interface forces}
6: (Xk+1, Ṽk+1) = S (fk

bc, t
n+1) {Call solid solver}

{Compute underrelaxation factor ω}
8: Xk+1 ← ωXk+1 + (1 − ω)Xk {Underrelaxation of solid positions}

Ṽk+1 ← ωṼk+1 + (1 − ω)Vk {Underrelaxation of solid velocities}
10: {Compute interpolation operator W}

{Boundary Pressure Projection}
12:

(
4tCWM−1WT CT

)
4pk+1

0 = −CWṼk+1 {Solve for 4pk+1
0 }

pk+1
0 = pk

0 + 4pk+1
0 {Update constant pressure}

14: Vk+1 = Ṽk+1 + ∆tM−1WT CT4pk+1
0 {Correct solid velocity}

{Fluid Solve}
16: Uk+1

bc = WVk+1{Compute interface velocity}
(Uk+1,pk+1) = F(Uk+1

bc , tn+1) {Call fluid solver}
18: {Break if converged}

end for

where

P f = I − M−1
f CT (CM−1

f CT )−1C. (27)

Here, Ũbc = WṼ, and M−1
f = WM−1WT defines the effective fluid mass. P f is a mass-orthogonal projection with145

respect to M f .146

2.6. Algorithm147

We use a partitioned approach to solve the fluid-structure interaction problem. In each time step, we iteratively148

apply the fluid and solid black-box solvers. Algorithm 1 outlines the steps in the basic algorithm. We begin the time149

step using the previous fluid pressure (Line 1) and p0 (Line 2). Each iteration begins by computing the interaction150

forces for the solid solver (Eq. (14); Line 5). We then call the black-box solid solver (Eq. (8); Line 6) to get candidate151

positions and velocities for the solids. To aid convergence, we use underrelaxation on the position and velocity of the152

solids. We compute the underrelaxation parameter adaptively using the method of Aitken [30]. After computing the153

relaxation factor (Line 7), we apply it to the solid state (Lines 8 and 9).154

Moving the solid changes the location of the interface between the solid and the fluid and also the fluid domain155

itself. The next step is to recompute the fluid domain, determine boundary condition locations and coupling degrees of156

freedom for the fluid solver, and recompute the coupling interpolation weights W (Line 10; See Section 3.3). Next,157

we apply BPP projection (Eq. (21); Lines 12, 13, and 14) so that solid velocities respect the compatibility condition158

for fluid incompressibility. Finally, we interpolate the fluid boundary conditions from the solid (Eq. (17); Line 16)159

and call the black-box fluid solver (Eq. (9); Line 17). Having updated the solid and the fluid, we have a candidate160

configuration for time tn+1. Next, we evaluate the convergence criteria (Line 18; See Section 4) and, if appropriate,161

terminate the iteration.162

3. Discretization163

3.1. Fluid Solver164

In our examples, we discretize the fluid equations on a standard, uniform MAC grid [22] and solve them using the
fractional-step projection method [11] as follows. First, we advect the fluid using semi-Lagrangian advection

u(1) − un

∆t
+ (un · ∇)un = 0 (28)
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and apply body forces (gravity)

u(2) − u(1)

∆t
=

fn

ρ
. (29)

Since we use a Laplacian formulation of implicit viscosity, we must ensure that the velocity field is incompressible,
which we enforce using a pressure projection step

∇ ·

(
∆t
ρ
∇p̃(1)

)
= ∇ · u(2),

u(3) − u(2)

∆t
= −

1
ρ
∇p̃(1). (30)

Next, we apply implicit viscosity

u(4) − u(3)

∆t
=
µ

ρ
∇2u(4). (31)

Although viscosity (analytically) preserves the incompressibility of the velocity, this is not true discretely. To correct
this, we repeat the pressure projection to guarantee a divergence-free velocity field at the end of the fluid solver

∇ ·

(
∆t
ρ
∇p̃(2)

)
= ∇ · u(4) un+1 − u(4)

∆t
= −

1
ρ
∇p̃(2). (32)

We compute the fluid pressure as the sum of the pressures from the two projection steps

p̃n+1 = p̃(1) + p̃(2). (33)

Although we have chosen to use a voxelized fluid solver as the black-box solver, we are able to obtain first order165

convergence in most cases. We do, however, observe convergence difficulties due to the voxelized (and thus discon-166

tinuous) nature of the black-box fluid solver. We note that this choice of fluid solver was made for convenience; a167

non-voxelized or higher order solver could be used in its place [35, 20]. A second order accurate FSI solver should168

be possible by using second order accurate black box solvers for the solid and fluid as well as corresponding second169

order accurate discretizations of the operators used to couple them (Ĝ, L, W, N, and C). We do not pursue higher170

order accuracy further in this paper.171

3.2. Solids Solver172

We use a semi-implicit solver [39] to evolve the deformable solids and rigid bodies. The solver is first order and173

uses a finite volume discretization for volumetric forces. We use collocated velocity degrees of freedom at the vertices174

of elements for the deformable solver.175

3.3. Interface Operators176

We summarize our discretization of the interface in Fig. 4. For the purposes of coupling, the solids are represented177

by their boundary curves. We first classify all cell centers and nodes of the fluid grid as inside the fluid or outside178

the fluid. We use these inside/outside flags for all of the calculations that follow, which ensures that all decisions are179

made in a consistent way. We note that the inside/outside classification is done using visibility checks, which allows180

us to handle thin shells and degenerate configurations.181

Next, we identify the fluid faces that are boundary conditions for the fluid pressure and viscosity discretizations.182

If a pair of adjacent cell centers is cut by the solid boundary, then the MAC face between them is a coupled face in183

the normal direction. If a pair of adjacent nodes is cut by the solid boundary, then the MAC face between them is a184

coupled face in the tangential direction. In the case of slip boundary conditions, tangential coupling faces are ignored.185

All remaining MAC faces are fully inside (fluid degrees of freedom) or fully outside. Pressure degrees of freedom are186

located at cell centers that are marked inside.187

A MAC face is a coupling face if segments connecting the adjacent nodes or cell centers are intersected by the188

solid boundary. To interpolate solid velocity to this coupling MAC face, we evaluate the solid’s velocity at these189

intersection points. If a MAC face is both normally and tangentially coupled, we will compute two solid velocity190

estimates for the face, which we average. This interpolation process defines the operator W. Note that this simple191

procedure applies equally to rigid bodies and both volumetric and thin shell deformable bodies.192
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Fig. 4: (Left) Discretization of the interface. The boundary of a solid ( ) divides space into solid (light green) and fluid (gray). Cell centers
and nodes are classified as inside ( ) or outside ( ) the fluid. Adjacent centers of opposite color are connected with ( ) and indicate coupling in

the normal direction. The face at the midpoint is a coupling fluid face ( ). Adjacent nodes of opposite color are connected with ( ) and

indicate coupling in the tangential direction. The face at the midpoint is a coupling fluid face ( ) when no-slip boundary conditions are being

applied. Faces inside the fluid region that are not coupling faces are degrees of freedom for the fluid solver ( ). Pressure degrees of freedom

are located at cell centers that are inside the fluid ( ). The locations where the segments ( ) and ( ) intersect the solid boundary ( ) are the
coupling locations ( ) for the solid for both deformable and rigid solids. (Right) Stencils for L and Ĝ. The L operator calculates the boundary

force due to viscosity at coupling faces. Stencils are shown for the three coupling faces marked with ( ). The L stencil is comprised of two types
of stencils. Coupling in the normal direction uses either a ∂u

∂x or ∂v
∂y stencil ( ). Coupling in the tangential direction uses both ∂u

∂y ( ) and

∂v
∂x ( ) stencils. Faces coupled in both the normal and tangential direction receive both stencils. The Ĝ operator applies fluid pressures ( ) to

the coupling faces ( ).

The Ĝ operator takes fluid pressures and returns the associated forces on coupling faces. We use ∆x as the area193

over which the pressure is applied. Note that pressures only couple in the normal direction. A face is normally coupled194

only if a neighboring cell is inside, which guarantees that it will receive a pressure contribution.195

The L operator takes fluid velocities and calculates the forces at coupling faces due to viscosity. The L stencil is196

comprised of two types of stencils. Coupling in the normal direction requires a ∂u
∂x or ∂v

∂y stencil, which is naturally197

computed with central differencing at the cell center and applied to the face. Coupling in the tangential direction198

uses both ∂u
∂y and ∂v

∂x stencils, which are naturally computed by central differencing to the inside node and applied to199

the face. Faces coupled in both the normal and tangential direction receive both stencils. Under these definitions,200

we are guaranteed valid velocity data for the viscosity stencils. A normally coupled face must have an adjacent cell201

center inside the fluid, which similarly guarantees valid data at the adjacent faces. A tangentially coupled face has202

a neighboring node that is inside, which guarantees that the four faces adjacent to this node are either degrees of203

freedom or velocity boundary conditions and thus have valid velocity values.204

In the case of thin shells, the L and Ĝ stencils on each side are computed independently as above. The stencils205

share only the velocities stored at coupling faces.206

Note that any distribution/interpolation scheme for such transfers can be used, as this choice is orthogonal to BPP.207

4. Examples208

We take the time step size to be the minimum of the individually computed fluid and solid solver time step sizes209

∆t = min(∆t f ,∆ts), unless otherwise noted. We use several convergence criteria for the subiterations, which we210
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Description Criterion Default value
Solid positions max

p
‖Xk+1

p − Xk
p‖ ≤ τx∆x τx = 10−2

Solid velocities max
p
‖Vk+1

p − Vk
p‖ ≤ τv τv = 10−3

Fluid velocities max
f
‖uk+1

f − uk
f ‖ ≤ τu τu = 10−3

Fluid pressures max
i
| p̃k+1

i − p̃k
i | ≤ τp τp = 10−3

BPP pressure (p0) max
r
|pk+1

0r − pk
0r | ≤ τ0 τ0 ≈ 10−3 max(p0)

Constraint error max
r

|(CŨbc)r |

volr
≤ τe τe = 10−3

Table 1: Summary of the subiteration convergence criteria.

summarize in Table 1. All of the convergence criteria are based on L∞ error measures, which are calculated over solid211

vertices (p), MAC grid faces ( f ), MAC grid cells (i), and fluid regions (r). We use the default value in the table unless212

otherwise noted. The tolerance τ0 was chosen as a power of ten that is approximately three orders of magnitude less213

than the typical value for p0 for that simulation. A minimum of two iterations of the solver is always performed, since214

two iterates are required to evaluate most of the criteria.215

Due to the voxelized nature of our fluid solver, cell crossings can cause significant discontinuities in pressure,216

which make convergence difficult when the solid boundary lies near the discontinuity. We address this by freezing217

the fluid interface (including W) when the solid positions change by less than some tolerance τm (measured in the218

same way as the solid position convergence criterion). We use the default value of τm = 10−8 � τx so that the error219

introduced by this approximation is very small compared to the convergence error.220

Aitken relaxation may compute a relaxation parameter ω that is arbitrarily large or small, even negative. We221

clamp 10−2 ≤ ω ≤ 10 unless otherwise noted. In particular, both underrelaxation and overrelaxation occur frequently222

in practice. We found the use of a dynamic relaxation parameter to significantly improve the convergence rate of our223

partitioned scheme, both by underrelaxing when needed to prevent divergence and overrelaxing where possible to224

accelerate the convergence rate. We do not perform relaxation during the first iteration since we only have one iterate225

available. During the second iteration, we use the relaxation parameter ω from the previous time step. Once three226

iterates are available, we are able to apply Aitken relaxation to compute ω.227

4.1. Supported Rigid Body228

We show an example of a single rigid body supported by an enclosed fluid, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The body is
subject to gravitational forces and fluid forces. Therefore, the fluid pressure forces should exactly balance the force
of gravity on the body, giving

−Mg + Aphn = 0, (34)

where M is the total mass of the body, A is the surface area of the interface, ph is the fluid pressure at the interface,229

and n is the fluid region outward normal at the interface.230

The rigid body has dimensions 0.6 m×0.15 m, and is placed on the top of an enclosed, incompressible fluid domain231

of dimensions 0.6 m × 0.8 m. The fluid is inviscid and has a density of 1 kg/m2. The solid density is 104 kg/m2. The232

gravitational acceleration acting on both the solid and the fluid is 9.8 m/s2 in the negative y-direction. Thus, the233

analytical solution for the interface pressure is ph = 14700 N/m. Since the rigid body is more dense than the fluid,234

this system is in an unstable equilibrium. If symmetry is broken (even numerically), the rigid body will rapidly fall235

to one side. We prevent this by eliminating the horizontal and rotational degrees of freedom from the rigid body. The236

rigid body remains free to translate in the vertical direction.237

The fluid is simulated on a uniform grid of resolution 192 × 256. The solvers are called iteratively as in Algo-238

rithm (1) until the convergence criteria are met. In this example we use τ0 = 1. We ran the simulation until time239

t = 3 s with no underrelaxation, since it always converges in two iterations after the first time step.240

The fluid solver uses a fractional step method [11], wherein the pressure is computed subject to pure Neumann241

boundary conditions. This leads to a linear system of equations for the pressure which has a null space of dimension242
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−3.9 N/m 3.9 N/m

Fig. 5: (Left) Supported rigid solid example setup. (Right) Fluid solver pressures, p̃, for the supported rigid solid example. The fluid solver
pressures are on the order of 10−4 p0. This is the steady state solution computed by the fluid solver, which does not see the constant pressure mode
p0, as it lies in the null space of the fluid pressure solver.

one, corresponding to the constant pressure mode. The fluid solver uses zero for this component of the pressure,243

and thus computes only the variation in the pressure field, p̃. In this case, the fluid solver gives cell pressures of244

p̃ ∈ [−3.90469, 3.90469] N/m, which matches the analytical solution up to six digits. The fluid solver pressure field245

is shown in Fig. 5.246

Unlike the fluid solution, the solid solution does depend on p0. The BPP determines a value of p0 ≈ 1.470390469×247

104, computing a steady value of p0 up to fluctuations of 10−15 p0. Combined with the fluid pressure values, this gives248

the analytically correct value of ph = 14700 N/m, up to the accuracy of the fluid solver. We note also that if the fluid249

solver returned an arbitrary nonzero value for p0, the BPP would compensate for that value, determining the ∆p0250

needed to achieve the correct constant pressure mode.251

4.2. Supported Deformable Body252

We study a similar validation example with a deformable solid. The collision with the fluid is computed only on
the interface nodes of the solid, and will be propagated throughout the solid by the solid’s constitutive model. The
steady state solution should be close to the above rigid example,

−Mg + Aphn ≈ 0, (35)

0 2 4 6 8 10
time (sec)

101

102

103

p 0
(N

/m
)

Test #1
Test #2
Test #3

Fig. 6: (Left) Supported deformable solid example setup. (Right) Constant pressure mode p0 throughout the simulation of the supported de-
formable body example (Test #1-3). Note that it takes time for the fluid to feel the full mass of the solid through the constitutive model.
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Test #1, t = 10 s Test #2, t = 10 s Test #3, t = 3 s

−3.9 N/m 3.9 N/m

Fig. 7: Supported deformable examples p̃ values. These are the solutions computed by the fluid solver, which does not see the constant pressure
mode p0.

though it will deviate more for the softer test cases .253

The example setup is shown in Fig. 6, which also gives the parameters for the three test cases we consider. In254

all cases, the fluid is inviscid and has the density of 1 kg/m2. There are no collisions between the deformable body255

and the fluid domain walls. Since the solid is more dense than the fluid, this system also settles into an unstable256

equilibrium. We avoid the instability by projecting off the total horizontal momentum of the solid, thus preventing the257

solid from sliding off to one side.258

Figure 7 shows the p̃ fields computed by the fluid solver for the three test cases. As in the supported rigid body259

case, the fluid attains at steady state a pressure profile similar to a hydrostatic solution in all three cases.260

The boundary pressure projection computes the constant pressure component p0, shown in Fig. 6. The interface261

pressure is given by ph ≈ Mg/A, where ph = p0 + p̃h. The variation in pressure in the fluid depends on the density of262

the fluid and the height of the fluid domain, which is similar in all three test cases. Hence, in all cases, the fluid solver263

computes an interface pressure p̃h ≈ −3.9 N/m. Thus, the method should compute p0 ≈ Mg/A − p̃h. Figure 6 shows264

good agreement with these expected values of p0.265

In Fig. 8, we plot the number of iterations per time step for the third test case. Figure 8 shows the decrease in the266

volume error metric over the iterations during the first time step. Note that this example tests extreme scenarios with267
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Fig. 8: (Left) Number of iterations for all substeps of the supported deformable example (Test #3). (Right) Iteration versus log(Volerr) during the
first time step of supported deformable example (Test #3).
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Fig. 9: Setup of a simple balloon-like problem with a volumetric solid.

high density ratios and does not use acceleration techniques [1] in the iterations other than Aitken relaxation.268

4.3. Simple balloon-like problem269

Similar to the examples in previous works addressing the incompressibility dilemma [29, 9], we study the inflation270

of a thin, volumetric balloon by a source on the left, as depicted in Fig. 9. Similar balloon inflation problems have271

been studied with monolithic methods, which do not have an inherent difficulty with such conditions [40, 7, 27, 28],272

and in a partitioned scheme with Robin-Robin preconditioner [3].273

The balloon has a density of 1000 kg/m2 and a thickness of 0.2 m. It has a 1 m wide opening, which is fixed to274

the walls of a static rigid tube that leads to the source. A neo-Hookean constitutive model is used for the solid, with275

Young’s modulus E = 7×105 N/m, and Poisson’s ratio νs = 0.45. The solid volume is constructed using a triangulated276

mesh with minimum side length of 0.02 m at rest. The total mass is distributed uniformly over the triangle vertices.277

The fluid has density ρ f = 1.1 kg/m2 and kinematic viscosity νs = 0.146 m2/s.278

The source is depicted in Fig. 9. The source velocity has a parabolic profile in y, with a centered maximum value279

that ramps up gradually from 0 m/s at time t = 0 s to umax at time t = 1 s according to 1
2 (1 + sin(πt + 3

2π)) umax. The280
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Fig. 10: Volumetric simple balloon-like example with p0 plotted over time throughout the simulation.
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t = 2 s t = 5 s

t = 10 s t = 15 s

0 m/s 1 m/s

Fig. 11: Snapshots of the fluid velocity magnitudes for the volumetric simple balloon-like example.

−1.5 N/m 2.7 N/m

Fig. 12: Volumetric simple balloon-like example. p̃ values at t = 15. The outline of the result from [29] is overlaid for comparison (dashed red
line).
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Fig. 13: Damped structural instability problem.

fluid domain is discretized with a cell size of 0.02 m × 0.02 m, or 270 cells over the domain width and 150 cells over281

the domain height.282

We use τ0 = 10−2. The simulation is run until time t = 15 s, and the state of the balloon and fluid velocity field at283

various times are illustrated in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 depicts the fluid pressures without the constant mode, and Fig. 10 plots284

the evolution of the constant pressure mode, p0, throughout the simulation. In Fig. 12, we overlay in red the contour285

of the balloon at time t = 15 s given in [29], which shows good agreement with our result. While qualitatively our286

plot in Fig. 10 is similar to those in [29] and [9], the quantitative results differ (note that [29] and [9] also differ from287

each other). This may be due to different parameters, as the parameters of [29] are given in three-dimensional units,288

and it is not clear how to determine the equivalent parameters for our two-dimensional simulation. The velocity fields289

in Fig. 11 are in good agreement with those given in [29, 9].290

4.4. Damped Structural Instability291

We study an example with a nonsymmetric structure and fluid setup, similar to previous works [29, 17, 9, 16, 18],292

as illustrated in Fig. 13. A solid tube is constructed by attaching static, rigid tubes to both ends of a free deformable,293

volumetric tube. A source is placed at the entrance to each rigid tube, and the asymmetry in dynamics is achieved by294

choosing differing source velocities at either end.295

Both the top and bottom bands of the deformable tube have a thickness of 0.1 m and a density of 500 kg/m2.296

A neo-Hookean constitutive model is used with Poisson’s ratio νs = 0.3. The top band has a Young’s modulus of297
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Fig. 14: The change in p0 over time in the damped structural instability example. p0 gradually increases as the tube is inflated, with drops in p0
corresponding to buckling of the bottom band.
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t = 0.25 s t = 1 s t = 2 s

t = 2.5 s t = 2.63 s t = 2.78 s

t = 3 s t = 3.25 s t = 4 s

0 m/s 10.1 m/s

Fig. 15: The fluid velocity field magnitude ‖u‖ at different stages of the simulation for the damped structural instability problem.

−115 N/m 1000 N/m

Fig. 16: Fluid solver pressure field p̃ at time=4 s in the simulation of the damped structural instability.
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9 × 105 N/m, and the bottom band is significantly stiffer with a Young’s modulus of 9 × 107 N/m. We note that we298

used a Young’s modulus value one order of magnitude lower than the published value in [29] since we do not observe299

buckling at the higher stiffness. The fluid density is 1 kg/m2 and the kinematic viscosity is 9 m2/s.300

Both fluid sources have parabolic profiles in x, where the center of each source starts at 0 m/s at time t = 0 s and301

ramps up to umax at time t = 1 s according to the sinusoidal 1
2 (1 + sin(πt + 3

2π)) umax. The umax values are 10 m/s and302

10.1 m/s for the left and right sources, respectively.303

The solid mesh is built with triangulated areas with a minimum side length of 0.05 m. We observed convergence304

problems on this example due to the voxelized fluid solver which required the use of modified tolerances: 10−2 ≤ ω ≤305

1, τm = 10−6, τu = τv = 10−1, τp = τ0 = 1, τe = 5 × 10−3.306

A few snapshots capturing key frames of the simulation are displayed in Fig. 15, where the fluid velocity field307

magnitude is shown along with the solid bands. Similar to the examples in previous works [29, 9], initially the top308

band moves up as the tube is inflated, while the stiffer bottom band does not displace significantly. Once a critical309

pressure is reached, the bottom band starts to give near the side with higher source velocity, creating a flow inside310

the tube toward the other side. Once the bottom band stabilizes, the inner flow calms down, and the tube regains and311

maintains a more symmetrical shape while continuing to inflate until the end of the simulation. This behavior is also312

captured on the p0 plot in Fig. 14, where the sudden decrease in p0 can be observed after the bottom band buckles313

around t = 2 s. The value of p0 resumes its gradually increasing trend once the solid settles. The fluid solver pressure314

field p̃ at the end of the simulation is shown in Fig. 16.315

4.5. Inflating a Thin-shell Balloon316

A thin-shell solid is one that is modeled as a surface rather than a volume, so that each point on an immersed thin317

shell is affected by fluid forces on both sides of the surface. In this example, a thin-shell balloon is attached to a static318

rigid tube that leads to a source as shown in Fig. 17. The balloon is inflated by the fluid source for 15 seconds.319

The solid has one-dimensional density of 200 kg/m, with the same total mass as in the volumetric case above. A320

mass-spring constitutive model that resists stretching and bending is used to model the balloon-like behavior with the321

following stiffness (k) and damping (b) parameters: kstretch=5 × 104 kg/s2, bstretch=1500 kg/s, kbend=5 × 104 kg/s2,322

bbend=800 kg/s. The solid is at rest initially, with spring rest lengths of 0.02 m.323

The fluid density and kinematic viscosity are 1.1 kg/m2 and 0.146 m2/s, respectively. The source profile is324

parabolic in y, with its peak centered in the source and ramping up from 0 m/s at time t = 0 s to umax = 1 m/s at325

time t = 1 s according to 1
2 (1 + sin(π t + 3

2π)) umax. A uniform grid with cell width dx = 0.02 m is used for the fluid326

domain inside the closed region. We use τ0 = 10−2.327

The spring parameters used in this example result in balloon behavior that is less stiff than the volumetric one,328

as can be observed in the velocity field snapshots shown in Fig. 18. The effect of the fluid motion on the solid is329

more localized in this example, and the balloon bounces back and forth as it is inflated. These movements create330

fluctuations in the calculated p0 values throughout the simulation as illustrated in the plot in Fig. 19. The initial331

values of p0 are relatively small, but they eventually increase significantly, especially after the balloon loses its initial332

square-like shape around t = 4 s.333

The fluid solver pressures p̃ ∼ 10−4 p0 are relatively small compared to p0. We provide a representative snapshot334

of the fluid solver pressure field p̃ at the end of the simulation in Fig. 20.335

Fig. 17: Setup of a simple balloon-like problem with a thin-shell solid.
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t = 1 s t = 4 s t = 7 s

t = 9 s t = 12 s t = 15 s

0 m/s 1 m/s

Fig. 18: Snapshots at various stages of the simulation demonstrating the interaction between the fluid and the thin-shell solid in the simple balloon-
like example. Color coding represents the fluid velocity field magnitude, ‖u‖.
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Fig. 19: Constant pressure mode p0 of the enclosed fluid domain plotted against time for the duration of the simple balloon-like example with a
thin-shell solid.
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−5.6 N/m 5.6 N/m

Fig. 20: Fluid solver pressures ( p̃) in the fluid pressure at time t = 10 s are illustrated with a color map for the simple balloon-like example with a
thin-shell solid.

4.6. Hydraulic Press at Equilibrium336

We demonstrate our method on an example that models a hydraulic press at equilibrium, as illustrated in Fig. 21.337

The fluid is inviscid with a density of ρ f = 1 kg/m2, while the solids are significantly more dense with ρs = 1.5 ×338

105 kg/m2. The fluid grid cell width is dx = 0.02 m and we use τ0 = 10. Since the subiterations converge in two339

iterations for all time steps except the first (which takes three), we disable relaxation for this test.340

As in the example of Section 4.1, at equilibrium the gravitational and fluid pressure forces on each rigid piston are
exactly balanced, giving

−ρbAbhbg + Ab pb = 0, b ∈ [l, r], (36)

where ρb is the density of the body, hb is height of the body, Ab and pb are the surface area and fluid pressure,
respectively, at the interface of the body with the fluid, and the index b indicates the left (l) or right (r) body. In this
example, ρl = ρr = ρs and hl = hr = hs, so that after cancellation of Ab and rearranging we get

pb = ρshsg = 1.47 × 105N/m, b ∈ [l, r], (37)

for the interfacial fluid pressure on both bodies at equilibrium. As shown below, we compute a value of p0 ≈341

147003.57 N/m, and ∆p ≈ −3.57 N/m for the fluid solver pressure at the interface, giving the predicted result for342

pb = p0 + ∆p at the interface.343

Fig. 21: Setup of the hydraulic press example.
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−3.6 N/m 3.6 N/m

Fig. 22: Color-mapped illustration of the fluid solver pressure field p̃ for the hydraulic press at equilibrium (t = 10 s). These values are added to
the constant pressure mode p0 determined by our method to obtain the interfacial pressures.

t = 0 s t = 0.125 s t = 0.375 s

t = 0.625 s t = 1 s t = 1.5 s

Fig. 23: Failed piston example using the fluid momentum based formulation of [1] is depicted at various times t in the simulation. Since the density
ratio ρs/ρ f ∼ 1500 is large, use of the fluid momentum equation leads to poor convergence and underestimation of p0, allowing both piston heads
to sink down and compress the fluid.
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The example is simulated until time t = 10 s. The value of p0 is steady over time, with maximum deviation of344

3.4 × 10−15 p0. The fluid solver pressure field p̃ is shown in Fig. 22. Again, the p0 computation compensates for the345

arbitrary constant mode in the fluid solver pressure field.346

4.6.1. Comparison with Fluid Momentum Formulation347

We compare our formulation with the fluid-momentum-based formulation of [1] by studying the case of the348

hydraulic press with a large mass density ratio of ρs/ρ f ≈ 1500. As shown in Fig. 23, using the formulation in [1],349

both piston heads fall downward because the constant pressure mode that is required to hold the system in equilibrium350

is underestimated due to poor convergence. Although the accumulated p0 value increases as the simulation progresses351

and approaches the physically correct value, the solution does not achieve equilibrium as the piston heads continue352

fluctuating.353

4.7. Driven Hydraulic Press354

We next demonstrate the hydraulic press driven by an initial external force, as illustrated in Fig. 24. The fluid has355

density of ρ f = 1 kg/m2 and kinematic viscosity ν f = 0.146 m2/s, while the rigid bodies have density ρs = 15 kg/m2.356

The fluid grid cell width is dx = 0.02 m. For this test we use τ0 = 10−2. Since the solids are more dense than the357

fluid in this example, we eliminate the horizontal and rotational degrees of freedom for the rigid bodies to stabilize358

the dynamics and the equilibrium.359

Initially, the solids are displaced away from the equilibrium state as depicted in Fig. 24. For the system to be at
equilibrium in this state, the fluid and external forces on the left and right pistons must be balanced, giving

−ρsAlhsg + Al pl = 0 (38)
−ρsArhsg + Ar pr + fmax = 0, (39)

where the subscripts l and r denote the left and right piston, respectively, hs is the height of each piston, Al,r is the
surface area of the piston, pl,r is the fluid pressure at the piston interface, and fmax is the external force on the right
piston. At equilibrium, the pressure satisfies

p = ρg(y − y0) + p0 (40)
p(y0) = p0. (41)

Substituting the expression for pressure into the force balance equations above and solving for fmax, we get

fmax = Arρg(yl − yr), (42)

0.6m

0.1m

0.2m

0.2m 0.2m

0.1m

0.5m

Fig. 24: Setup of the driven hydraulic press example. Initially, an external downward force is applied to the right piston.
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−4.1 N/m 4.1 N/m

Fig. 25: Color-mapped illustration of the pressure values computed by the fluid solver, p̃, for the driven hydraulic press example at time t ≈ 80 s.

where yl and yr are the heights of the left and right pistons, respectively.360

We apply the force fmax until time 1 s, keeping the system in equilibrium. We then release the force. The fluid361

pressure field p̃ is shown in Fig. 25. After release of the external force, the constant pressure mode drops slowly as it362

approaches the state of equilibrium as shown in Fig. 26. The p0 computation compensates for the arbitrary constant363

mode in the fluid solver pressure field. Note that p0 is roughly piecewise constant in this figure with frequent small364

jumps and less frequent (by about a factor of three) large jumps. These are caused by the voxelized nature of our fluid365

solver. Small jumps occur when the small rigid body crosses cell centers (thus covering or uncovering an entire layer366
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Fig. 26: Constant pressure mode p0 computed by the BPP during the simulation of the driven hydraulic press example.
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t = .025 s t = 2 s t = 3.25 s

t = 4.2 s t = 5.38 s t = 6.25 s

t = 7.3 s t = 80 s t = 81 s

0 m/s 0.04 m/s

Fig. 27: Snapshots of the fluid velocity field magnitude, ‖u‖, at various stages of the simulation of the driven hydraulic press.
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Fig. 28: Setup of the coupled, neighboring thin-shell balloons example. The setup is geometrically symmetric, with a dynamic asymmetry
introduced by varying the right source velocity.

of fluid cells at once). Large jumps occur when the large rigid body crosses cell centers (which is three times wider367

and affects three times as many grid cells). The extra layer of fluid cells has lower hydrostatic pressure than the rest368

of the cells. The resulting shift in average pressure is picked up by p0. Jumps occur less frequently as the solids slow369

down.370

Snapshots of the fluid velocity field magnitude throughout the simulation are shown in Fig. 27. At t = 3.25 s, the371

pistons are displacing away from their initial positions. Images in the bottom row depict the velocities as the system372

is slowing down.373

4.8. Inflating Two Conjoined Thin-shell Balloons374

Neighboring enclosed fluid regions separated by a thin membrane will generally have two different values for p0375

that are instantaneously coupled through their shared interface. Our formulation extends naturally to solve for the376

coupled constant pressure modes of neighboring regions. For the first example with multiple neighboring regions, the377

simple thin-shell balloon-like problem is extended by adding another balloon and source that mirrors the original one378

across the y-axis. As in the simple balloon example, the density of the fluid is 1.1 kg/m2 and its kinematic viscosity379

is 0.146 m2/s, while the one-dimensional solid density is 200 kg/m. The parameters of the mass-spring system along380

with a detailed depiction of the example setup are given in Fig. 28. The same parabolic profile is used for both fluid381

sources along their respective y-axes. The source velocities are gradually increased during the first second of the382

simulation, so that the maximum value of the parabola is given by u∗(t) = 1
2 (1 + sin(π t + 3

2π)) u∗max, with uL
max = 1 m/s383

Symmetric case Nonsymmetric case

−2.25 N/m 2.25 N/m

Fig. 29: Color map of the fluid solver pressure field p̃ for the symmetric (left) and nonsymmetric (right) tests of two coupled thin-shell balloons.
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t = 1 s t = 3 s

t = 4 s t = 7 s

t = 11 s t = 15 s

0 m/s 1 m/s

Fig. 30: Snapshots of the solid position and fluid velocity magnitude in the simulation of the inflation of two conjoined, thin-shell balloons. The
speeds of the left and right sources are identical, and the two balloons inflate symmetrically with the membrane between them remaining centered.

for the left source and uR
max is specified for each example below for the right source.384

We carried out two different tests with the same layout. In Test #1, uR
max is set to the same magnitude as uL

max in the385

opposite direction for a symmetric setup. In Test #2, we use a nonsymmetric setup where the right source maximum386

velocity is halved, uR
max = 0.5 m/s, while it is still in the opposite direction of uL

max. For both tests, the fluid grid cell387

size is dx = 0.02 m, and the solid springs have matching resolution.388

We use τ0 = 10−2 for this test. In this test, we found the time step heuristics used by the solid and fluid solvers to389

be too large to produce good results, and we additionally impose 4t ≤ 10−3 s. The tests are run until time t = 15 s.390

The fluid solver pressure field p̃ at the end of the simulation as well as the state of the balloons are shown in Fig. 29.391
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t = 1 s t = 3 s

t = 4 s t = 7 s

t = 11 s t = 15 s

0 m/s 1 m/s

Fig. 31: Snapshots of the solid position and fluid velocity magnitude in the simulation of the inflation of two conjoined, thin-shell balloons. The
source speed on the right is half that on the left, leading to an asymmetric configuration where the left balloon is more inflated than the right, and
the membrane between the regions bows to the right.

The pressure field extrema are located around the edges of the balloons since they still bounce slightly at the end of392

the simulation. Evolution of the balloon shapes and the fluid velocity fields are depicted in snapshots in Fig. 30 and393

Fig. 31 for the symmetric and nonsymmetric cases, respectively.394

In the symmetric case, both the balloons and the velocity fields evolve symmetrically until the end, and the395

opposing pressures force the balloons to expand vertically creating a butterfly-like shape. The center line between396

the balloons does not move horizontally during the simulation and the fluid velocity around it is close to zero. The397

symmetry can be further observed on the p0 plot in Fig. 32 (left), where the constant modes of the two regions overlap398

for the duration of the simulation. Similar to the single balloon case, a sudden jump occurs around t = 3 s, as the399
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Fig. 32: Constant pressure mode, p0, throughout the simulation of the symmetric (left) and nonsymmetric (right) inflation of two neighboring
thin-shell balloons. Region #1 is the left region, and Region #2 is the right region.

balloons lose their original shape and bounce back and forth slightly to adopt their new shape.400

In the nonsymmetric case, the right region is inflated at half the rate of left region, which has the same source flow401

as the balloons in the symmetric case. However, in this case, the left region grows horizontally into a wider shape as402

the centerline moves towards the right. The movement of the center line is mainly driven by the differences of the403

constant pressure modes of the left and right regions, pL
0 and pR

0 , respectively. These modes are illustrated in Fig. 32404

(right), where the difference in values as well as the jumps after shape deformations can be observed. When compared405

with the symmetric case, both pL
0 and pR

0 values are smaller. This result is expected for the right region as its input406

source velocity is smaller. Furthermore, the smaller source velocity on the right combined with the coupling of the407

two regions across their shared membrane results in a lower pressure in the left region as well.408

4.9. Inflating Nested Thin-shell Balloons409

In this example, three circular balloon-like thin-shell solids with different radii are centered around a circular fluid410

source forming a nested layout as depicted in Fig. 33. Three distinct Dirichlet fluid regions are formed by the balloons,411

Fig. 33: Setup of the nested balloon rings example. Three distinct Dirichlet fluid regions are formed by the balloons, and the constant pressures
modes inside these regions are determined in a coupled manner using the BPP.
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Fig. 34: Plot of constant pressure modes over time for all three Dirichlet regions in the nested thin-shell balloons example. Region #1: outermost
region, Region #2: middle region, Region #3: innermost region.

and the constant pressures modes inside these regions are determined in a coupled manner using the BPP. In contrast412

to the two-balloon example, all solid nodes of the two interior balloons are affected by the pressures of two different413

closed fluid regions.414

All three balloons have a one-dimensional density of 200 kg/m, and are modeled with the following mass-spring415

system parameters: kstretch=5×104 kg/s2, kbend=5×104 kg/s2. The damping is chosen so that each spring in isolation416

is critically damped. The radii of the solid balloons, from innermost to outermost, are 1.5 m, 2.5 m, and 3.5 m. The417

circular fluid source at the center of the balloons has a radius of rs = 0.45 m. The source velocities are in the direction418

normal to the circle, and have a uniform profile along the surface. They increase gradually from 0 m/s at time t = 0 s419

to umax = 1 m/s at time t = 1 s according to the equation us(t) = 1
2 (1 + sin(π t + 3

2π))umax. The fluid density is420

ρ f = 1.1 kg/m2 and the kinematic viscosity is ν f = 0.146 m2/s.421

The fluid grid has cell width dx = 0.02 m and all balloons have matching spring edge lengths initially. We use422

τ0 = 10−2 for this example. We enforced a maximum time step size 4t ≤ 10−3 s for this test.423

Fig. 34 shows the evolution of the constant pressure modes in each region, where the regions are numbered in424

increasing order from outside to inside. For a given change in volume, the strain on a balloon of radius r is proportional425

to 1
r2 . Thus the constant pressure mode needed to balance the balloon stress should increase from outermost to426

innermost balloon, consistent with the result depicted in Fig. 34.427

Evolution of the balloons and fluid velocity field is depicted in snapshots from the simulation in Fig. 35. The428

flow coming from the source increases the volume of the innermost region, while the volumes of the outer regions429

are unchanged as they are pushed outwards. The constant pressure mode of each region is coupled to its neighboring430

regions, and pressure differences move the balloons.431

4.9.1. Convergence Study432

We study the convergence for the nested rings by comparing against the analytic solution. The velocity field is
incompressible and radially symmetric and given by

u(x) = c‖x‖−2x, (43)
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t = 0.25 s t = 1 s

t = 5 s t = 10 s
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Fig. 35: Snapshots from the nested balloons example at various states of the simulation. The color map illustrates the fluid velocity field magnitude.
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Fig. 36: The pressure and velocity for the nested rings example exhibit first-order convergence in both L2 and L∞. The dashed lines represent first
order convergence.

where c = 2πrsus. From this we find that the fluid pressure gradient is

∇p = ρc2‖x‖−4x, (44)

so that within each fluid region R, the pressure is

pR(x) = −
1
2
ρc2‖x‖−2 + kR. (45)

where kR is a per-region constant determined from the ambient pressure p∞ = 0 and pressure jump conditions derived433

next.434

The solid rings are modeled with stretching and bending springs with Young’s moduli Es and Eb, respectively.
For a solid ring with initial radius r0 and current radius r, the stretching potential energy is given by Esπ

r0
(r − r0)2. The

bending springs connect pairs of nodes two apart (every other node), resulting in a mesh connecting all odd nodes and
a mesh connecting all even nodes. The energy associated with bending is thus twice what would be predicted for the
stretching case, and the total elastic potential energy of a solid ring is

Φ(r) = (Es + 2Eb)π
(r − r0)2

r0
. (46)

A uniform pressure jump [p] acts on the solid to shift it from r to r + ∆r, by exerting a force of 2πr[p] over a distance
of ∆r, which takes work 2πr[p]∆r. The potential energy change is Φ(r + ∆r) − Φ(r), so that 2πr[p] = Φ′(r). The
pressure jump across the solid at r is therefore

[p] = (Es + 2Eb)
(

1
r0
−

1
r

)
. (47)

If the solids are at r1, r2, and r3 from outside to inside, with corresponding initial radii r01, r02, and r03, then the
pressure jumps are given by

[p]1 = p1(r1) − p∞ = (Es + 2Eb)
(

1
r01
−

1
r1

)
(48)

[p]2 = p2(r2) − p1(r2) = (Es + 2Eb)
(

1
r02
−

1
r2

)
(49)

[p]3 = p3(r3) − p2(r3) = (Es + 2Eb)
(

1
r03
−

1
r3

)
, (50)
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Fig. 37: Setup of the hydraulic press with multiple sections at equilibrium.

from which k1, k2, and k3 can be determined.435

For the analytic test, we use τ0 = 10−2 and enforce 4t/dx = 8 × 10−3 during refinement. The results of the436

convergence study are shown in Fig. 36 and indicate first-order convergence of the velocity and pressure in both L2437

and L∞.438

4.10. Multi-section Press439

In this test, we study a hydraulic press with multiple Dirichlet regions coupled through rigid bodies as shown in440

Fig. 37. In this example, two rigid bodies are placed in various locations of each cylinder of a 10 m × 12 m press,441

while the regions between the rigid bodies are filled with fluid. The left cylinder has a diameter of 6 m, and the right442

cylinder has a diameter of 2 m. The height and width of the bottom tube are both 2 m. Different densities and sizes are443

chosen for each rigid body as illustrated in Fig. 37. The system is designed to be in equilibrium at the initial state and444

expected to remain stable throughout the simulation since no external forces, other than the gravitational acceleration445

of −9.8 m/s2 that acts on both the fluid and solid, are applied. Since the solids are more dense than the fluid in this446

example, we eliminate the horizontal and rotational degrees of freedom for the rigid bodies to stabilize the dynamics447

and the equilibrium.448

The fluid medium between the solids has a density of 1 kg/m2 and is inviscid, while the cell size of the fluid grid449

is dx = 0.02 m in all regions. We use τ0 = 1 for this test. As with the other static tests, we omit relaxation.450

The example is run until time t ≈ 16 s. The fluid solver pressure field without the three constant pressure modes451

is shown in Fig. 38. Upon examination of the figure, one can observe that all pressure fields are determined up to452

different arbitrary constant pressure modes by the fluid solver. Our method not only computes the pressures required453

for the rigid bodies to remain in equilibrium, but also compensates for the arbitrary constant modes generated by the454

fluid solver.455

The constant pressure modes calculated by our method throughout the simulation are plotted in Fig. 39, where456

Region 1 is the bottom region, Region 2 is the left region, and Region 3 is the right region457
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−32 N/m 20 N/m

Fig. 38: The fluid solver pressure fields at the end of the simulation for the multi-section hydraulic press example. Note that the fluid solver does
not determine the constant pressure modes, and only the fluid solver pressure field p̃ in each region is shown.
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Fig. 39: Constant pressure mode, p0, for each region plotted against time during the simulation of the multi-section press example as determined
by the BPP. Region 1: bottom region (11810.862), Region 2: left region (2959.404), Region 3: right region (10299.604).
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Fig. 40: Setup of the rotating disk example.

4.11. Rotating Disk458

We study the convergence of our partitioned solver on an example of a rotating rigid disk inside a ring of incom-
pressible fluid from [4, 5], as depicted in Fig. 40. For completeness, we include the analytic solution here. The fluid
velocity and pressure are given in polar coordinates by

uθ(r, t) = αbe−λ
2νt J1(λr)Y1(λro) − J1(λro)Y1(λr)

J1(λri)Y1(λro) − J1(λro)Y1(λri)
, ur(r, t) = 0, (51)

p(r, t) =

∫ r

ri

uθ(r, t)2

s
ds + pri , (52)

where J1 and Y1 are the Bessel functions of order 1, αb is the initial angular velocity of the rigid body at ri, pri is an
arbitrary constant, and λ satisfies the eigenvalue problem given in [4, 5]. The angular velocity of the rigid body is

ω(t) =
αb

ri
e−λ

2νt. (53)

We use ω(0) = 1 s−1, ri = 1 m, ro = 2 m, ν = 0.1 m2/s, and λ = 1.97045369767466. The solid and fluid have densities459

ρs = ρ f = 1 kg/m2. We remove the translational degrees of freedom from the rigid body since we are only interested460

in the rotational dynamics. We use a tighter pressure tolerance of τp = 10−5 to help maintain convergence at higher461

resolutions. We enforce 4t/dx = 0.032 during refinement.462

As shown in Fig. 41, our partitioned solver exhibits first-order convergence of velocity in L2 and L∞. The pressure463

converges to first-order in L2 and half-order in L∞. The reduced order in convergence of pressure in L∞ is due to the464

voxelized pressure discretization of our fluid solver. Note that this example has an arbitrary pressure constant which465

does not affect the dynamics of the simulation. Equation (13) is always satisfied, and the matrix in Eq. (21) is thus466

singular. As such, we do not do a boundary pressure projection for this example and do not require a τ0 tolerance.467

Nevertheless, this test is a useful comparison against published work and is a generally good test of our handling of468

pressure and viscosity coupling with solids.469
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Fig. 41: The velocity for the rotating disk example exhibits first-order convergence in both L2 and L∞. The pressure exhibits first-order convergence
in L2 and half-order convergence in L∞. The dashed black lines represent first order convergence, and the dash-dot magenta line represents half-
order convergence.

5. Conclusion470

We have a presented the BPP method for computing the constant pressure modes for coupled Dirichlet regions in471

a partitioned scheme for fluid-structure interaction problems. The method addresses the so-called incompressibility472

dilemma without requiring modifications to the solid solver, fluid solver, or Dirichlet-Neumann decomposition. We473

have demonstrated the method on several examples with multiple coupled Dirichlet regions. Though not demonstrated474

in this paper, the BPP could also be combined with other partitioned solver acceleration techniques [1] and could be475

applied in weak coupling schemes where a fixed number of iterations are used.476
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